4o	CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM
consequently also during the act of solution, obviously
necessary as it is to a complete insight into the phenomena
of equilibrium, becomes all the more prominent for being
amenable to thermo-dynamics. Whilst the equations re-
ferring to solution and to evaporation take the same form,
if only the osmotic pressure be introduced into the one, the
gas pressure into the other, the latter have an advantage,
since the gas pressure can be easily dealt with by experi-
ment, and the equations below may thus be verified.
For the maximum pressure of the saturated  solution
the equation
dlogp__   q
dT    ~~ 2T2
may be applied, since for all aqueous solutions yet investi-
gated the vapour is sufficiently rare to follow the usual
laws of gases. The meaning of q requires careful definition,
being the heat of condensation of a kilogram-molecule,
i.e. 18 kilograms of water, but with the condition that
it condenses to form saturated solution. This quantity
of heat may be divided into two parts: first qi, which is
absorbed when the required quantity of saturated solution
is separated into salt and 18 kilograms of water;
second, the latent heat of evaporation L of the water.
The former quantity is the heat given out on saturation,
which is usually negative: so for clearness the sum may
be written L-q\. The value of L, in general large com-
pared with qi, makes the sum constantly positive, so that, as
might be expected, the maximum pressure of the solution
increases with temperature. There is, however, a possible
singularity. If the solubility is very great, qi might
accordingly increase till it equalled and exceeded L, i e.
the pressure curve would at first rise with the temperature,
rapidly to begin with, then more slowly, till at last it
sank. This is the case with silver nitrate, for the com-
position of the solution eventually at 198° becomes that
of the salt alone, so that the pressure, which rises rapidly
to well over 100°, sinks again at 198° to almost zero.

